
    SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

Safety.387/Fly Leaf/01/2017 
Fly Leaf No. 01/2017 

Attention ......  
Station Operating Staff and Loco Running Staff 

 
 There were 2 preventable yard derailments within a span of 5 days at 
TPTY station of GTL Division due to the negligence of Operating and Loco 
Running Staff. The details are; 
 
1. Brief of the accident: On 22.01.2017, at about 02.34 hours, electric 

traction loco derailed in Trap Point No.124 by passing SPI (Shunting 
Permitted Indicator) at ‘on’ position. The SPI control was given from the 
South Cabin ASM/TPTY and the SPI was taken ‘off’ from 01.42 hours to 
02.31 hours. During this period, shunt movements were taking place from 
TPTY yard lines towards shunting neck / stabling lines and vice-versa. At 
02.31 hours, when the SPI was normalised and route was released by 
CASM, the LP of electric traction loco without noticing the condition of SPI, 
moved ahead and derailed at 02.34 hours in Trap Point No.124 which was 
‘open’. 
 
Cause: Negligence of LP/Shunter who passed the SPI at ‘on’. 
 
Matters brought to light:  
a. The Shunting Master and other Pointsman who are in the yard shunting 

duty have gone to South Cabin where the CASM offered a birthday cake 
party upto 01.30 hours. 

b. One SPI is ahead of Point No.124, one near Point No.102 and in between 
these two SPIs there is one repeater SPI. When any one SPI is taken ‘off’, 
the remaining two display ‘off’ and similarly when SPI is normalised at 
one location, the remaining two also become ‘on’. Two SPIs (near 124 & 
102) are operatable independently and on the day of the incident, the 
Shunting Staff near Point No.102 have put back and as a result both the 
SPIs got normalised which was not noticed by the LP/Shunter and 
passed it at ‘on’ and caused derailment. 



 
Staff held responsible: Enquiry Committee report is awaited. 
 

2. Brief of the incident: On 26th January at about 07.50 hours, when empty 
rake of Rayalaseema Express while pushing from shunting neck to Pitline, 
first coach (SLR) derailed near hand operated Point No.201. 
 
Cause: The movement earlier to backing of Rayalaseema Express was diesel 
traction loco that came out from Pitline and the Pointsman who 
accompanied the light engine failed to ensure the correct setting of hand 
operated Point No.201; as a result, the point trailed through. Without 
noticing this, the Pointsman who was in the leading SLR coach of 
Rayalaseema Express rake, allowed the movement over this trailed through 
point and SLR derailed taking two routes. 
 
Staff held responsible: The LP / Shunter (diesel engine) and Pointsman who 
accompanied diesel light engine for trailing through the wrongly set point. 
This is coupled with the failure of the Pointsman who was in the leading 
coach of the empty rake in ensuring correct setting of point. Enquiry 
Committee report is awaited. 

 
The above two derailments are totally due to the “failure of railway staff” and 
could have been prevented had the staff been vigilant and alert. 
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